
 

Automated execution system having participation

Abstract

A method and system is provided for allowing a participant that generates order �ow to participate
in automated execution trades that are generated by the participant's order �ow, without affecting
the price of execution to the retail customer. The method and system automatically assigns a stated
percentage of the contra-side of each customer trade to the participant that sent in the order �ow.
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What is claimed is:

1. A method of trading products over an automated execution system, comprising:

receiving an electronic order for a product submitted by a participant into the automated execution system, the automated execution system having a book process
subsystem, a �rm participation subsystem and a market maker subsystem;

automatically executing an initial portion of the electronic order against a stored order in the book process subsystem;

automatically routing a �rst remaining portion of the electronic order to the �rm participation subsystem, wherein a percentage of the �rst remaining portion of the electronic
order is assigned by the automated execution system and executed against the participant; and

automatically routing a second remaining portion of the electronic order, if any, to the market maker subsystem, wherein the second remaining portion of the electronic order
is executed against another participant.

2. The method of claim 1 wherein receiving an electronic order further comprises forwarding the electronic order over a computer network system from an order routing
system.

3. The method of claim 1 wherein the product comprises a security, derivative, or commodity having at least one sell order.

4. The method of claim 1 wherein the product comprises a security, derivative, or commodity having at least one buy order.

5. The method of claim 1 wherein the product is at least one unit of a security, derivative, or commodity.

6. The method of claim 1 wherein the participant submits the electronic order for a customer, and wherein the customer is assured to receive the National Best Bid or
Offer for the electronic order.

7. A computer-implemented method of providing participation in an automated execution system, comprising:

automatically routing an electronic order for an option contract submitted by a participant into the automated execution system over a computer network;

receiving the electronic order over the computer network, wherein the electronic order is further automatically routed to a book process subsystem;

automatically executing in order priority the electronic order against a book order irrespective of broker review; and

automatically assigning a �rst remaining portion of the electronic order to the participant.

8. The method of claim 7 further comprising:

executing a second remaining portion of the electronic order wherein the second remaining portion of the electronic order is executed against a market maker
subsystem.
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Description

FIELD OF THE INVENTION

The present invention relates in general to an automated execution system for trading products such as securities, commodities, or derivatives.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

Participants typically use markets to facilitate the exchange of products and services. Exchanges or trading facilities assist in developing the organizational structure of
the markets to meet the needs of participants, other traders, and the economic society as a whole. For instance, securities or derivatives are exemplary types of products
that are traded publicly at many of the trading facilities throughout the world. A type of security or derivative, referred to generally as “options,” convey certain rights to
buy or sell an underlying asset, stock, commodity, or other security at a �xed price for a speci�c period of time, until expiration for an American-style option or at
expiration for a European-style option. Currently, all options that trade on U.S. securities exchanges are issued, guaranteed, and cleared by the Options Clearing
Corporation (OCC). OCC is a registered clearing corporation with the Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC). SEC is a government commission created by Congress
to regulate the U.S. securities exchanges and protect investors.

According to the above example, participants such as members of the trading facilities can trade options by submitting agency buy and sell orders to a trading facility,
referred to as “order �ow.” Opposite to the buy and sell orders are typically market makers, specialists, or designated primary market makers (DPMs). Market makers
provide liquidity in securities trading by risking their own capital for proprietary trading. Specialists and DPMs are similar to market makers except that they are allowed to
represent orders from the public or participants, and may have other additional obligations and participation rights. Although market makers, specialists, or designated
primary market makers (DPMs) can play different roles in the trading process they will be collectively referred to hereinafter as “market makers.”

Typically, participants and market makers can trade their products at a trading facility by open outcry. However, trading facilities are also utilizing current technology to
develop electronic trading systems. In an exemplary electronic trading system a participant submits buy and sell orders for automatic execution at an exchange or
trading facility. For example, logged-on market makers can be made eligible to trade the incoming orders. In this example, once the electronic trading begins the market
maker quotes are typically recorded in the automated and computer-based trading system, and matched up automatically with orders that enter the execution system
electronically. However, unlike manual-style trading, this exemplary trading system and other electronic or automatic trading systems do not allow a participant to
participate in trades resulting from their own generated order �ow.

Thus, there is a need for an electronic or automatic execution system that enables participants who submit buy orders or sell orders or both to participate in trades
resulting from that order �ow.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

A method and system for allowing a participant to participate in their generated order �ow is provided. The method and system can automatically assign a stated
percentage of the contra-side of each customer order to the participant that submitted the order �ow without affecting the price of execution to the customer.

In an aspect of the present embodiment, a method of trading securities or derivatives over an automated execution system is provided. A participant submits an
electronic order on behalf of a customer into the automated execution system. A portion of the electronic order volume is executed against the participant, and the
remaining portion of the electronic order volume is executed against participating market makers by the automated execution system. In an exemplary embodiment, the
customer preferably receives each execution at the National Best Bid or Offer thereby allowing the customer to receive the best available price at the time of execution.

In another aspect of the present embodiment, an order routing system forwards a participant's electronic order to an automated execution system that includes a �rm
participation subsystem. The �rm participation subsystem automatically executes a portion of the electronic order volume against the participant. The remaining portion
of the electronic order volume is sent to the market maker subsystem for execution. In the exemplary embodiment, a book process system is utilized to determine if the
incoming electronic order can be executed against an order resting in the book at the prevailing market price, and if so, the order is executed against the resting order.

9. The method of claim 7 wherein the step of routing an electronic order comprises entering the electronic order into a user device.

10. The method of claim 7 wherein the step of receiving the electronic order over the computer network comprises receiving the electronic order at a trading facility.

11. The method of claim 7 wherein the step of automatically executing in order priority the electronic order against a book irrespective of broker review comprises
attempting to match the electronic order against an order resting in a book.

12. The method of claim 7 wherein the step of assigning a �rst remaining portion of the electronic order to the participant comprises executing the �rst remaining portion
of the electronic order according to a predetermined �rm participation percentage.

13. The method of claim 7 wherein the participant submits the electronic order for a customer, and wherein the customer receives the National Best Bid or Offer for the
electronic order.

14. A method of executing an electronic order over an automated execution system, the method comprising:

receiving the electronic order from a �rm participant;

automatically executing in order priority at least a portion of the electronic order against an order in an electronic book at a prevailing market price irrespective of broker
review;

automatically executing a predetermined �rst remaining portion of the electronic order against the �rm participant; and

automatically executing a second remaining portion of the electronic order against one or more market makers.

15. The method of claim 14 wherein automatically executing a predetermined portion of the electronic order against the �rm participant comprises the participant taking
the contra-side to its own customer order.

16. The method of claim 14 wherein the predetermined portion of the electronic order is in a range of 0 to 100% of the electronic order.

17. The method of claim 14 wherein the market makers comprise market makers, specialists, and designated primary market makers (DPMs).

18. An automated execution system for trading products, the system comprising:

an order routing system for automatically routing an electronic order for a product submitted by a �rm participant to the automated execution system;

a book process subsystem for automatically allocating in order priority at least a portion of the electronic order against an electronic book at a prevailing market price
irrespective of broker review; and

a �rm participation subsystem for automatically determining if the participant is participating in the electronic order and, if so, automatically allocating a predetermined
percentage of a contra-side of a remaining portion of the electronic order to the �rm participant irrespective of broker review.

19. The system of claim 18 wherein the order routing system creates a �ll report when the electronic order is �lled.

20. The system of claim 18 wherein the product is at least one security, commodity, or derivative.



The present embodiments provide a participant with the ability to participate in their own generated order �ow while preferably assuring customer executions at the
National Best Bid or Offer. A participant such as a broker or �rm may submit buy and sell orders for their customer to an automated execution system. The automated
execution system then enables the participant to desirably participate on the contra-side of the trades resulting from that order �ow. Therefore, by allowing a participant
that generates order �ow to participate in their generated order �ow, exchanges or trading facilities may meet the needs of the participants, market makers, and other
others impacted by the markets. Moreover, exchanges or trading facilities can desirably attract participants to their respective automated execution system. Additionally,
the present embodiments would preferably not alter or affect the price at which the customers' orders receives an execution.

The foregoing and other objects, features and advantages of the automated execution system having �rm participation will be apparent from the following more
particular description of preferred embodiments as illustrated in the accompanying drawings.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

FIG. 1 is a block diagram of a electronic trading system that utilizes the automatic execution system of the present embodiment;

FIG. 2 is a diagram that illustrates an exemplary implementation of the electronic trading system of FIG. 1;

FIGS. 3A and 3B are �owcharts showing an exemplary automatic execution process used in the system of FIG. 1;

FIG. 4 is a �owchart showing another exemplary automatic execution process used in the system of FIG. 1;

FIG. 5 is a �owchart showing yet another exemplary automatic execution process used in the system of FIG. 1;

FIG. 6 is a screen shot of an exemplary parameter screen used in the system of FIG. 1;

FIG. 7 is a screen shot of an exemplary automatic execution login screen used in the system of FIG. 1; and

FIG. 8 is a screen shot of an exemplary automatic execution logout screen used in the system of FIG. 1.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS

The exemplary embodiments disclose a system and method for allowing a participant that submits customer order �ow to participate in a stated percentage of the
generated order �ow, preferably without affecting the price of execution to the customer. The exemplary embodiments have been implemented in an electronic trading
system that includes an automatic execution system. More speci�cally, the exemplary embodiments have been implemented on an automatic execution system that
facilitates trading of option contracts. It should be understood, however, that the present embodiments may be utilized in other electronic execution or trading systems
that trade commodities, derivatives or securities of any type including, without limitation, any note, equity or index option, exchange traded fund, warrant, stock, treasury
stock, bond, future, debenture, certi�cate of interest or participation in any pro�t-sharing agreement or in a �rm. Therefore, details regarding the electronic trading system,
the automatic execution system, and the types of products traded are provided as an example, and are not necessary to the invention unless otherwise speci�ed.

FIG. 1 is a block diagram of an electronic trading system 100 that utilizes the automatic execution system 112 of the exemplary embodiment. The electronic trading
system 100 generally includes at least one participant's electronic order 104, order routing system 108, and automatic execution system 112. The automatic execution
system 112 facilitates the trading of option contracts and preferably allows a participant that submits an electronic order 104 to participate in a stated percentage of the
electronic order, described more below.

Participants include any person or entity who has access to the electronic trading system 100, such as a registered member and their corresponding �rm, broker/dealer,
etc. Preferably, the participant submits their customers' electronic order 104, in the form of a buy or sell order, electronically to the order routing system 108 via a wired or
wireless network (not shown). The customer includes the client of the participant such as, for example, an international bank, farmer, business person, homemaker, and
so on.

The electronic order 104 is preferably submitted through a user device such as a personal computer, laptop, telephone, hand-held terminal, personal digital assistant, and
so forth. For example, a participant in communication with the order routing system 108 might submit orders electronically from their branch or o�ce, or order desk to
the order routing system 108. Moreover, orders phoned to the securities exchange's �oor, or wired to a participant's own house printer can be re-entered into the order
routing system 108 by the participant's booth staff. In any event, the electronic order 104 is submitted and transmitted over a wired or wireless network to the order
routing system 108.

Preferably, the order routing system 108 provides the participant a method of e�ciently delivering the electronic order 104 to a securities exchange, such as at the
Chicago Board Options Exchange located in Chicago, Ill. Upon receipt of the electronic order 104 at the order routing system 108, the order 104 is preferably logged to a
database and evaluated, based on order volume (i.e., the number of option contracts in the electronic order 104) and price, to determine its appropriate routing
destination such as the automated execution system 112. However, before the order routing system 108 routes the electronic order 104, it preferably uses pre-de�ned
guidelines to determine if the electronic order 104 is eligible for execution at the automated execution system 112.

Exemplary guidelines used to determine the eligibility of the electronic order 104 can include price, volume, and series guidelines. According to the price guideline, the
electronic order 104 is eligible when the order is either a simple market order, an order that can be executed at the prevailing market price, or a marketable limit order,
referred to as an order to buy or sell option contracts at a speci�ed price or better. According to the volume guideline, the electronic order 104 is eligible if the contract
size of the order is within the limits set for the class and series (e.g., 10 contracts or fewer). Of course, the order routing system 108 can utilize more or fewer guidelines.
Also, the guidelines utilized by the order routing system 108 can change from those exemplary guidelines described above depending on the desired eligibility
requirements.

An eligible electronic order 104 is then forwarded to the automated execution system 112 for execution. In the exemplary embodiment, the automated execution system
112 generally includes a book process subsystem 116, �rm participation subsystem 120, and market maker subsystem 124. Although the automated execution system
112 can include more or fewer subsystems, the �rm participation subsystem 120 is preferably utilized to enable a participant to participate in a stated percentage of
each electronic order 104 they submit for execution through the automated execution system 112.

Therefore, each participant that submits order �ow 104 to the automated execution system 112 might be entitled to participate in a stated percentage (e.g., between 0
and 100%) for that electronic order 104, without affecting the price of execution to the customer. If there is a remaining portion of the electronic order 104, then the
balance of the order 104 would be allocated pursuant to another subsystem such as the market maker subsystem 124, if so desired, to execute or �ll the remaining
portion of the electronic order 104.

Thus, according to the exemplary embodiment, assume a stated percentage or �rm participation percentage of 20%. Then, if a participant directs a 50 option contract
order to the automated execution system 112, the participant would receive an allocation of 10 option contracts (i.e., 20% of 50 option contracts=10 option contracts)
while the remaining portion of 40 option contracts would preferably be allocated to the market maker subsystem 124.

In addition to the �rm participation and market maker subsystems 120 and 124 respectively, a book process subsystem 116 is preferably utilized to determine if the
participant's electronic order 104 can be executed against the book at the prevailing market price. The book process subsystem 116 preferably aids in protecting the
priority of electronic orders in the book. Therefore, the electronic order 104 is subject to resting orders in the book before it becomes subject to the �rm participation and
market maker subsystems 120 and 124, respectively.

According to an exemplary embodiment, orders received at the book process subsystem 116 preferably trade before any other subsystems 120 and 124 can trade at that
price. Thus, to maintain book priority, the automated execution system 112 executes an electronic order in the book process subsystem 116 when the book contains a
resting order which matches the market quote. For example, if the book has a SELL order matching the market OFFER, a BUY order would be executed at the book
process subsystem 116 up to the quantity available in the book. Furthermore, if the book contains a BUY order which matches the market BID, a SELL order would



execute at the book process subsystem 116 up to the quantity available in the book. These orders (i.e., BUY or SELL) route to the book process subsystem 116 for
automatic execution.

To provide an exemplary illustration, assume that a customer limit order in the book represents the best bid (OFFER) at which a book process subsystem 116 order would
be �lled. Consequently, any incoming order would be �lled up to the quantity available in the book pursuant to book procedures. The remaining order, if any, would then be
forwarded to the �rm participation subsystem 120. Therefore, to provide a numerical example, assume that a customer order to sell 40 contracts is represented in the
book and a participant submits a market order to buy 50 contracts, the customer order in the book would receive full execution of the order for 40 contracts. Then 10
option contracts (50 buy option contracts−40 executed option contracts =10 buy option contracts) would remain and are forwarded to the �rm participation subsystem
120.

The �rm participation subsystem 120 receives the electronic order 104 and determines if the participant is participating in the order. If not, the order is transferred to the
market maker subsystem 124 for further execution. If so, a stated percentage of the remaining order volume is executed against the participant. Therefore, the �rm
participation subsystem 120 can automatically assign a stated percentage of the contra-side of each order to the participant that sent the order in. If any portion of the
order is �lled at the �rm participation subsystem 120 a �lled report is generated. If there is remaining order volume, it is sent to the market maker subsystem 124.

According to the earlier numerical example, 10 option contracts (e.g., 50 buy option contracts−40 executed option contracts=10 buy option contracts) are forwarded from
the book process subsystem 116 to the �rm participation subsystem 120. With an exemplary �rm participation percentage of 20%, the participant would then be entitled
to participate in 20% of the remaining order, or 2 option contracts (e.g., 20% of 10 option contracts=2 option contracts). The remaining 8 option contracts would then be
forwarded to market maker subsystem 124 for execution.

The market maker subsystem 124 receives the remaining order volume, if any, and attempts to execute the trades until the electronic order is �lled. The market maker
subsystem 124 preferably executes an electronic order against the next available market maker on an automated execution “wheel”. The wheel is a rotating list of eligible
market makers including DPMs that are providing liquidity for marketable orders. If any portion of the order is �lled, then a �ll report is generated. If there is remaining
order volume, it is sent back through the market maker subsystem 124 for further execution.

With reference to FIG. 1, the diagram illustrates in general the overall system and method of the electronic trading system 100, however, it should be understood that
more or fewer systems or subsystems may be used while remaining within the scope of the present invention. For example, the electronic order 104 could be transmitted
directly to the automated execution system 112 and therefore bypass the order routing system 108, if so desired. Moreover, the book process subsystem 116 and market
maker subsystem 124, although desirable, are not essential to the automatic execution system 112. Furthermore, it would be appreciated by those skilled in the art that
other known subsystems, if desirable, may be substituted in place of these described subsystems 116 and 124.

FIG. 2 is a diagram that illustrates an exemplary implementation of the electronic trading system 100 of FIG. 1. The server 148 running the order routing system 108
communicates with a plurality of remote terminals such as device 140, or for example, a personal computer. Other devices can be utilized to submit the electronic order
104 such as a laptop, telephone, hand-held terminal, personal digital assistant, and so forth. The electronic order 104 is preferably submitted by a participant through the
device 140 over a wired or wireless network 144 to the server 148. The server 148 is preferably located at the securities exchange and is in communication with a server
152 that runs the automatic execution subsystem 112. The order routing system 108 preferably routes the electronic order 104 to server 152 to execute the electronic
order 104 at automatic execution system 112.

The server 152 that runs the automatic execution system 112 preferably runs the application software for the �rm participation subsystem 120, book process subsystem
116, and market maker subsystem 124. However, if so desired, the application for each subsystem can be operated on separate servers. Also, the order routing system
108 and automatic execution system 112 may be hosted on the same server, if so desired.

Referring now to FIGS. 3A and 3B, an example is shown for illustrating the execution process of the electronic execution system shown in FIG. 1. The illustration utilizes a
speci�c example for purposes of demonstrating the process of execution. Therefore, it should be understood that the present embodiment is not limited to this speci�c
example. Accordingly, assume that a book price commitment parameter is set at 10 (i.e., 10 contracts at a minimum are available at the disseminated quote). Also
assume that the �rm participation percentage is set at 20%. The disseminated quote is at 5.00-5.10. There is a book order to sell 5 contracts at 5.10. This electronic order
might then be executed in the electronic trading system 100 as follows:

At step 200, a participant transmits an electronic order to buy 50 option contracts at the market, presently at 5.00-5.10. The electronic order to buy 50 option contracts is
received at the order routing system 108.

At step 204, the order routing system 108 determines if the electronic order is eligible to participate in the automatic execution system 112. Guidelines may be put in
place to prevent ineligible orders from entering the automated execution system 112. If the order is found ineligible, the electronic order is forwarded through the order
routing system 108 to another subsystem for execution per step 208. If the electronic order is eligible to participate in the automated execution system 112, it is
forwarded to the book process subsystem 116. For this example, assume that the electronic order to buy 50 option contracts is eligible for execution through the
automated execution system 112.

At step 212, the book process subsystem 116 determines if a customer order is resting in the book at the prevailing market price. In this example, the market price is
currently set at 5.00-5.10. If a customer order is not found in the book at the prevailing market price, the electronic order would be forwarded to the �rm participation
subsystem 120. However, there is a customer or book order willing to sell 5 option contracts at 5.10. So, yes there is a customer book order at the market value of 5.10.

At step 216, the book process subsystem 116 executes the 5 option contracts against the book order at 5.10. Then, the electronic order has an order volume of 45
contracts (50 buy option contracts−5 executed option contracts=45 buy option contracts). The book process subsystem 116 identi�es executed and �lled order volume.
In this example, 5 option contracts have been executed and 45 option contracts remain. The executed volume is transmitted to the report �lled order process per step
244 and the remaining order volume is transmitted to the �rm participation subsystem 120 shown in FIG. 3B.

At step 224, the �rm participation subsystem 120 receives the remaining 45 option contracts and determines if the participant is participating in the order. Earlier in this
example, it was assumed that participant is participating in the order and that the �rm participation percentage is set at 20%.

At step 228, the �rm participation subsystem 120 executes the �rm participation percentage or 20% of the remaining order against the participant. Therefore, the
participant will receive 20% of the 45 option contracts or 9 option contracts on the contra-side of the order. Thus, for example, the participant would automatically receive
9 option contracts executed at a price of 5.10 in their �rm proprietary account. The remaining portion of the order is 36 option contracts (45 buy option
contracts−assigned to participant 9 option contracts=36 buy option contracts). The executed volume is transmitted to the report �lled order process per step 244 (FIG.
3A) and the remaining order volume is transmitted to the market maker subsystem 124. According to this example, the order is not yet �lled. In fact, 36 buy option
contracts remain. Therefore, the remaining order of 36 option contracts is transmitted to the market maker subsystem 124 to execute the remaining order.

At step 236, the market maker subsystem 124 executes the remaining order against the market makers logged on to the market maker subsystem 124. In this example,
the remaining order of 36 buy option contracts is executed at 5.10.

When the order is �lled, then per step 244 of FIG. 3A, a �ll report is preferably generated. In this example, the order has been �lled, so a �ll report is generated and
distributed.

A participant report can also be generated. The �ll report can be distributed to the participant to document the trade for each subsystem 116, 120, 124 if so desired. In
addition, the report can be distributed to the market maker to document the transaction.

A more detailed example would include an automatic market quote updating system such as given by BestQuote of the Chicago Board Options Exchange of Chicago, Ill.
As known in the art, the BestQuote system determines the exchange's best quote based off electronic inputs. Such electronic inputs could include the current market
quote, orders resting in the book, or any manual quotes given by market makers or participants.



FIG. 4 is used to illustrate another exemplary execution process of the electronic trading system 100 shown in FIG. 1 using Best Quote in addition to the market value.
Similar to the example illustrated in FIGS. 3A and 3B, the �owchart in FIG. 4 pertains to a speci�c example for purposes of demonstrating another example of the process
shown in FIG. 1. Therefore, it should be understood that the present embodiment is not limited to this speci�c example. It might be helpful to utilize the information from
the earlier example (i.e., FIGS. 3A and 3B) with the exception that the current market quote is 5.00-5.25. So again, assume that a book price commitment parameter is 10
(i.e., 10 option contracts at a minimum are available at the disseminated quote). Also assume that the �rm participation percentage is 20%. There is a book order to sell 5
contracts at 5.10 so the current market calculated and disseminated through BestQuote is 5.00-5.10. This electronic order might be executed in the electronic trading
system 100 as follows:

Suppose a participant submits an electronic order, which was forwarded to the automatic execution system 112. The submitted electronic order is for 50 buy option
contracts. Then, according to the exemplary embodiment, the book process subsystem 116 would execute the 5 option contracts against the book order at 5.10. In
addition, the �rm participation subsystem 120 would execute 1 option contract against the participant at 5.10 (20% of the remaining 5 contracts subject to the book price
commitment parameter of 10 option contracts). Furthermore, the market maker subsystem 124 would execute 4 option contracts at 5.10. Consequently, the book price
commitment parameter has been satis�ed by trading 10 option contracts at 5.10. In the meantime, BestQuote calculates and disseminates a new offer of 5.25.

The remaining order for 40 option contracts might then be executed as follows: the �rm participation subsystem 120 would execute 8 option contracts against the
participant at 5.25. The market maker subsystem 124 would execute 32 contracts at 5.25.

FIG. 5 is another example illustrating the execution process shown in FIG. 1. Similar to the illustrations in FIGS. 3A, 3B, and 4, the illustration in FIG. 5 pertains to yet
another speci�c example for purposes of demonstrating the process shown in FIG. 1. As before, it should be understood that the present embodiment is not limited to
this speci�c example. Assume the book price commitment parameter is 10 option contracts and the �rm participation percentage is 20%. There are three sell orders in
the book; each for 1 contract at 2.55, 2.60, and 2.65. The crowd's current market quote is 2.50-2.75. The market, disseminated through BestQuote, is 2.50-2.55. A
participant submits an electronic order to buy 50 option contracts. The electronic order might be executed as follows:

Assuming the electronic order was forwarded to the automatic execution system 112, the order is for 50 buy option contracts. Thus, according to the exemplary
embodiment, the book process subsystem 116 would execute the 1 option contract against the book order at 2.55. In addition, the �rm participation subsystem 120
would execute 2 option contracts against the participant at 2.55 (20% of the remaining 9 contracts subject to the book price commitment parameter of 10 option
contracts is less than 2 but is rounded up to 2). Furthermore, the market maker subsystem 124 would execute 7 option contracts at 2.55. Consequently, the book price
commitment parameter has been satis�ed by trading 10 option contracts at 2.55. During this time, BestQuote would preferably re-calculate the new quote, 2.50-2.60, and
disseminate it.

Furthermore, according to the exemplary embodiment, the book process subsystem 116 would execute the 1 option contract against the book order at 2.60. In addition,
the �rm participation subsystem 120 would execute 2 option contracts against the participant at 2.60 (20% of the remaining 9 contracts subject to the book price
commitment parameter of 10 option contracts is less than 2, but is rounded up to 2). Furthermore, the market maker subsystem 124 would execute 7 option contracts at
2.60. Consequently, the book price commitment parameter has been satis�ed by trading 10 option contracts at 2.60. During this time BestQuote would preferably re-
calculate the new quote, 2.50-2.65, and disseminate it.

Moreover, according to the exemplary embodiment, the book process subsystem 116 would execute the 1 option contract against the book order at 2.65. In addition, the
�rm participation subsystem 120 would execute 2 option contracts against the participant at 2.65 (20% of the remaining 9 contracts subject to the book price
commitment parameter of 10 option contracts is less than 2, but is rounded up to 2). Furthermore, the market maker subsystem 124 would execute 7 option contracts at
2.65. Consequently, the price book commitment parameter has been satis�ed by trading 10 option contracts at 2.65. During this time, BestQuote would preferably re-
calculate the new quote 2.50-2.75 and disseminate it.

There are no remaining book orders, and there are 20 buy option contracts left. Therefore, four contracts would be �lled at 2.75 against the �rm participant (20% of 20
option contracts=4 option contracts). The remaining 16 contracts would be executed against the market maker subsystem 124 at 2.75.

The �rm participation subsystem 120 preferably utilizes standard rounding methods when calculating the stated percentage. For example, if the percentage is set to 20%,
participants would not receive any order volume on trades of two contracts or less and will preferably receive at least one contract when the number of contracts is three
or more.

It would be up to the participant to assign its order �ow in a given class to the broker acronym of its choice. If the member �rm would prefer to assign the order �ow in a
given class to more than one broker, that �rm might have to determine an alternative method.

FIG. 6 is a screen shot of an exemplary parameter screen used in the system of FIG. 1. The parameter screen includes a �eld (shaded in FIG. 6) to designate how much of
a percent of an electronic order would be assigned to the participant for that class of options. The �eld following the ‘heading’ of “AFP: PCT” would be de�ned as
‘numeric only’ with a minimum value of ‘000%’ (in which case the �rm participation subsystem 120 is not applicable) and a maximum value of ‘100%’. The “AFP: PCT”
�eld might be globally updateable as one �rm/one class, one �rm/all classes, one �rm/all classes at a station, or one �rm/all classes at a post.

During processing at the �rm participation subsystem 120 the designated �rm participation percentage would be utilized (if the value is greater than zero) so that a
participant can participate in their own customer order �ow. The remainder of the trade volume is preferably sent through the market maker subsystem 124.

FIG. 7 illustrates an exemplary LOGIN screen that enables a participant the ability to login into the automated execution system 112. The screen might display the
participant's classes that have non-zero percentage values in the ‘AFP PCT’ �elds on the FIRM/CLASS Parameters screens. At the top of the new LOGIN screen a �eld to
input a participant acronym will designate the participant to be assigned the �rm participation trades for the chosen classes.

FIG. 8 illustrates an exemplary LOGOUT screen that enables a participant, market maker or specialist the ability to logout of the automated execution system 112. The
screen might display the �rm's classes that have non-zero percentage values in the ‘AFP PCT’ �elds on the FIRM/CLASS Parameters screens. From this screen, either
individual or all classes can be signed out of AFP trade processing for the designated �rm/broker acronym.

The �rm participation subsystem preferably executes the percentage of the order indicated by the “AFP PCT” parameter (when the value is greater than zero and based
on ‘standard rounding’ techniques) against the participant acronym signed in by the participant that provided the electronic order.

However, in the exemplary embodiment, incoming electronic orders are subject to the book process subsystem 116 before they become subject to the �rm participation
subsystem 120, so as to not trade in front of the book. Although, when the number of contracts in the book is less than the book price commitment parameter, the
remainder of the book price commitment parameter are preferably shared between �rm participation subsystem 120 and the market maker subsystem 124.

The present embodiments, described herein as exemplary embodiments, provide a participant that generates customer order �ow the ability to participate in the
automatic execution trades without affecting the price of execution to the customer. A participant such as a broker or �rm may submit buy and sell orders to an
automated execution system. The automated execution system then enables the participant to desirably participate in the trades resulting from that order �ow.
Therefore, by allowing a participant that generates order �ow to participate in the generated order �ow, trading facilities can desirably attract participants to their
respective automated execution system.

It should be understood that the programs, processes, methods and systems described herein are not related or limited to any particular type of trading system, unless
indicated otherwise. Various types of general purpose or specialized trading systems may be used in accordance with the teachings described herein. Furthermore, the
screen shots illustrating the various logon screens are exemplary only, and may also be implemented using a Microsoft Windows, Linux, or other operating system based
interface, such as is known in the art.

In view of the wide variety of embodiments to which the principles of the present embodiments can be applied, it should be understood that the illustrated embodiments
are exemplary only, and should not be taken as limiting the scope of the present invention. For example, more or fewer elements may be used in the �gures.



The claims should not be read as limited to the described order or elements unless stated to that effect. Therefore, all embodiments that come within the scope and
spirit of the following claims and equivalents thereto are claimed as the invention.
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Automated securities trading system
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US5315634A 1989-09-04 1994-05-24 Hitachi, Ltd. Automatic trading method and apparatus

US5664115A 1995-06-07 1997-09-02 Fraser; Richard Interactive computer system to match buyers and sellers of real estate,
businesses and other property using the internet

US5689652A 1995-04-27 1997-11-18 Optimark Technologies, Inc. Crossing network utilizing optimal mutual satisfaction density pro�le

US5715402A 1995-11-09 1998-02-03 Spot Metals Online Method and system for matching sellers and buyers of spot metals

US5744877A 1997-01-13 1998-04-28 Pes, Inc. Downhole power transmission system

US5774877A 1994-09-20 1998-06-30 Papyrus Technology Corp. Two-way wireless system for �nancial industry transactions

US5787402A 1996-05-15 1998-07-28 Crossmar, Inc. Method and system for performing automated �nancial transactions
involving foreign currencies

US5797002A 1994-09-20 1998-08-18 Papyrus Technology Corp. Two-way wireless system for �nancial industry transactions

US5809483A 1994-05-13 1998-09-15 Broka; S. William Online transaction processing system for bond trading

US5813009A 1995-07-28 1998-09-22 Univirtual Corp. Computer based records management system method

US5819237A 1996-02-13 1998-10-06 Financial Engineering
Associates, Inc.

System and method for determination of incremental value at risk for
securities trading

US5845266A 1995-12-12 1998-12-01 Optimark Technologies, Inc. Crossing network utilizing satisfaction density pro�le with price discovery
features

US5873071A 1997-05-15 1999-02-16 Itg Inc. Computer method and system for intermediated exchange of commodities

US5905974A 1996-12-13 1999-05-18 Cantor Fitzgerald Securities Automated auction protocol processor

US5913202A 1996-12-03 1999-06-15 Fujitsu Limited Financial information intermediary system

US5915209A 1994-11-21 1999-06-22 Lawrence; David Bond trading system

US5924082A 1994-08-17 1999-07-13 Geneva Branch Of Reuters
Transaction Services Limited

Negotiated matching system

US5950176A 1996-03-25 1999-09-07 Hsx, Inc. Computer-implemented securities trading system with a virtual specialist
function

US5963923A 1996-11-12 1999-10-05 Garber; Howard B. System and method for trading having a principal market maker

US5970479A 1992-05-29 1999-10-19 Swychco Infrastructure
Services Pty. Ltd.

Methods and apparatus relating to the formulation and trading of risk
management contracts

EP0952536A1 1998-04-21 1999-10-27 Hewlett-Packard Company System and method for automated trading

US5978779A 1997-11-14 1999-11-02 Merrill Lynch, Pierce, Fenner &
Smith

Distributed architecture utility

US6014627A 1992-02-03 2000-01-11 Ebs Dealing Resources, Inc. Credit management for electronic brokerage system

US6014643A * 1996-06-28 2000-01-11 Minton; Vernon F. Interactive securities trading system

US6016483A 1996-09-20 2000-01-18 Optimark Technologies, Inc. Method and apparatus for automated opening of options exchange

US6018722A * 1994-04-18 2000-01-25 Aexpert Advisory, Inc. S.E.C. registered individual account investment advisor expert system



US6021397A 1997-12-02 2000-02-01 Financial Engines, Inc. Financial advisory system

US6035288A 1998-06-29 2000-03-07 Cendant Publishing, Inc. Interactive computer-implemented system and method for negotiating sale
of goods and/or services

WO2000028449A2 1998-11-05 2000-05-18 Om Technology Ab An automated exchange system

US6076068A 1992-09-17 2000-06-13 Ad Response Micromarketing
Corporation

Coupon delivery system

WO2000048053A2 1999-02-12 2000-08-17 Etime Capital, Inc. Commercial transaction management system and method

US6119103A 1997-05-27 2000-09-12 Visa International Service
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Financial risk prediction systems and methods therefor

WO2000057307A1 1999-03-19 2000-09-28 Primex Holdings Llc Auction market with price improvement mechanism

WO2000070506A1 1999-05-19 2000-11-23 Mek Securities Llc Network-based trading system and method

US6195647B1 1996-09-26 2001-02-27 The Nasdaq Stock Market,
Inc.

On-line transaction processing system for security trading

US6199050B1 1998-09-18 2001-03-06 Freemarkets Online Inc. Method and system for bidding in electronic auctions using �exible bidder-
determined line-item guidelines

WO2001022332A2 1999-09-23 2001-03-29 The Nasdaq Stock Market,
Inc.

Locked/crossed quote handling

WO2001022313A2 1999-09-23 2001-03-29 The Nasdaq Stock Market,
Inc.

Montage for automated market system

WO2001022269A2 1999-09-23 2001-03-29 The Nasdaq Stock Market,
Inc.

Quote/order processing in electronic market system

WO2001022315A2 1999-09-23 2001-03-29 The Nasdaq Stock Market,
Inc.

Montage for automated market system

WO2001022263A2 1999-09-23 2001-03-29 The Nasdaq Stock Market,
Inc.

Match-off of order �ow in electronic market system

US6247000B1 1996-08-21 2001-06-12 Crossmar, Inc. Method and system for con�rmation and settlement for �nancial
transactions matching

US6263321B1 1994-07-29 2001-07-17 Economic Inventions, Llc Apparatus and process for calculating an option

US6266651B1 1995-04-26 2001-07-24 Mercexchange Llc (Va) Facilitating electronic commerce through two-tiered electronic markets and
auctions

US6269346B1 1992-09-01 2001-07-31 Merrill Lynch, Pierce, Fenner &
Smith

Stock option control and exercise system

US6278982B1 1999-04-21 2001-08-21 Lava Trading Inc. Securities trading system for consolidation of trading on multiple ECNS and
electronic exchanges

US6282521B1 1995-08-28 2001-08-28 Ebs Dealing Resources, Inc. Anonymous trading system with improved quote input capabilities

US6285989B1 1998-08-07 2001-09-04 Ariba, Inc. Universal on-line trading market design and deployment system

US6317727B1 1997-10-14 2001-11-13 Blackbird Holdings, Inc. Systems, methods and computer program products for monitoring credit
risks in electronic trading systems

US6317728B1 1998-10-13 2001-11-13 Richard L. Kane Securities and commodities trading system

US6321212B1 1999-07-21 2001-11-20 Longitude, Inc. Financial products having a demand-based, adjustable return, and trading
exchange therefor

WO2001088808A1 2000-05-12 2001-11-22 The Nasdaq Stock Market,
Inc.

Montage for an electronic market

US20020002530A1 2000-05-16 2002-01-03 Blackbird Holdings, Inc. Systems and methods for conducting derivative trades electronically

US20020013760A1 2000-03-31 2002-01-31 Arti Arora System and method for implementing electronic markets

US20020019799A1 2000-08-04 2002-02-14 Ginsberg Philip M. Systems and methods for anonymous electronic trading

US6377940B2 1998-11-05 2002-04-23 International Securities
Exchange, Llc

Method and apparatus for setting a price for a security on an automated
exchange based on a comparison of prices on other exchanges

US20020082967A1 1999-12-30 2002-06-27 Chicago Board Options
Exchange

Automated Trading Exchange System Having Integrated Quote Risk
Monitoring and Integrated Quote Modi�cation Services

US20020138401A1 2000-08-17 2002-09-26 Allen Anne E. Method and system for automatic execution of a securities transaction

US20020152152A1 2000-10-05 2002-10-17 Sun Microsystems, Inc. Method and system for operating a con�gurable trade exchange

US20020156716A1 2001-04-24 2002-10-24 Asif Adatia Automated securities trade execution system and method

US20020198813A1 1994-09-20 2002-12-26 Papyrus Technology
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Method for executing a cross-trade in a two-way wireless system
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Exchange, Inc.

Automated exchange for trading derivative securities
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US20030009412A1 * 2001-07-09 2003-01-09 Dean Furbush Order processing for automated market system

US20090307121A1 * 2008-06-09 2009-12-10 Lutnick Howard W Trading system products and processes

US20100057626A1 * 2008-09-04 2010-03-04 Lutnick Howard W Cancellation timing in an electronic marketplace

US20100057627A1 * 2008-09-04 2010-03-04 Lutnick Howard W Non-�rm orders in electronic marketplaces

US20100076884A1 * 2008-09-25 2010-03-25 Lutnick Howard W Trading related to fund compositions

US20100076883A1 * 2008-09-25 2010-03-25 Lutnick Howard W Generating risk pools

US20100076896A1 * 2008-09-25 2010-03-25 Lutnick Howard W Substitutability of �nancial instruments

US20100082500A1 * 2008-09-28 2010-04-01 Lutnick Howard W Interaction with trading systems

US20100082495A1 * 2008-09-28 2010-04-01 Lutnick Howard W Trading system accessibility

US20100191637A1 * 2009-01-23 2010-07-29 Alderucci Dean P Interprogram communication using messages related to groups of orders

US20100191638A1 * 2009-01-23 2010-07-29 Alderucci Dean P Multicomputer distributed processing of data related to automation of trading

US20100332368A1 * 2009-06-30 2010-12-30 Alderucci Dean P Multicomputer distributed processing of data regarding trading opportunities

US20110231340A1 * 2008-05-23 2011-09-22 Bny Convergex
Group, Llc

Systems, methods, and media for automatically controlling trade executions based on
percentage of volume trading rates

US8321323B2 2008-10-24 2012-11-27 Cfph, Llc Interprogram communication using messages related to order cancellation

US20130097063A1 * 2005-07-26 2013-04-18 Cfph, Llc System and method for displaying and/or analyzing a limit order book

US20130132249A9 * 2004-01-29 2013-05-23 Thomas J. Daley System and method for routing a trading order according to price

US10304097B2 2004-01-29 2019-05-28 Bgc Partners, Inc. System and method for controlling the disclosure of a trading order

US10395310B2 2005-08-04 2019-08-27 Bgc Partners, Inc. System and method for apportioning trading orders based on size of displayed
quantities

US10424015B2 2005-08-05 2019-09-24 Bgc Partners, Inc. Managing trading orders based on priority

US10817938B2 2005-06-07 2020-10-27 Bgc Partners, Inc. Systems and methods for routing trading orders

US11010834B2 2006-04-04 2021-05-18 Bgc Partners, Inc. System and method for optimizing execution of trading orders

US11157999B2 2002-06-05 2021-10-26 Nasdaq, Inc. Distributed data processing

US11295383B2 2012-04-16 2022-04-05 Nasdaq
Technology Ab

Methods, apparatus, and systems for processing data transactions
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US7587346B2 * 2002-01-07 2009-09-08 The Nasdaq Omx
Group, Inc.

Automated market system with selectable match-off of order �ow

CA2506774A1 * 2002-10-30 2004-05-21 Boston Options
Exchange Group,
Llc

Price improvement processor for electronic trading of �nancial instruments

US7769668B2 * 2002-12-09 2010-08-03 Sam Balabon System and method for facilitating trading of �nancial instruments

US8595121B2 * 2003-03-24 2013-11-26 Bgc Partners, Inc. Midprice trading within a spread market

US7676421B2 2003-04-24 2010-03-09 Chicago Board
Options Exchange,
Incorporated

Method and system for providing an automated auction for internalization and complex
orders in a hybrid trading system

US7613650B2 2003-04-24 2009-11-03 Chicago Board
Options Exchange,
Incorporated

Hybrid trading system for concurrently trading securities or derivatives through both
electronic and open-outcry trading mechanisms



US7653588B2 2003-04-24 2010-01-26 Chicago Board
Options Exchange,
Incorporated

Method and system for providing order routing to a virtual crowd in a hybrid trading
system

US20060167788A1 * 2003-04-24 2006-07-27 Tilly Edward T Method and system for broker trading in a hybrid trading system for concurrently
trading securities or derivatives through both electronic and open-outcry trading
mechanisms

US8346653B2 2003-04-24 2013-01-01 Chicago Board
Options Exchange,
Incorporated

Automated trading system for routing and matching orders

US7552083B2 * 2003-04-24 2009-06-23 Chicago Board
Options Exchange,
Incorporated

Hybrid trading system for concurrently trading through both electronic and open-outcry
trading mechanisms

US20050171890A1 * 2004-01-29 2005-08-04 Daley Thomas J. System and method for matching trading orders

US7835987B2 * 2004-01-29 2010-11-16 Bgc Partners, Inc. System and method for routing a trading order according to price

US8738498B2 * 2004-01-29 2014-05-27 Bgc Partners, Inc. System and method for routing a trading order

US20050171887A1 * 2004-01-29 2005-08-04 Daley Thomas J. System and method for avoiding transaction costs associated with trading orders

US7603309B2 * 2004-09-27 2009-10-13 Citadel Investment
Group, L.L.C.

Computer implemented and/or assisted methods and systems for providing
guaranteed, speci�ed and/or predetermined execution prices in a guaranteed, speci�ed
and/or predetermined timeframe on the purchase or sale of, for example, listed options

US7958039B2 2004-10-08 2011-06-07 Citadel Investment
Group, L.L.C.

Computer implemented and/or assisted methods and systems for providing rapid
execution of, for example, listed options contracts using toxicity and/or pro�t analyzers

US7587347B2 * 2004-10-19 2009-09-08 Citadel Investment
Group, L.L.C.

Computer implemented and/or assisted methods and systems for detecting, tracking
and responding to toxic, or likely toxic, orders in an equities order �ow using toxicity
and/or pro�t analyzers

US7937685B2 2005-01-13 2011-05-03 Hsbc Technology
& Services (Usa)
Inc.

Computer software implemented framework for con�guration and release
management of group systems software, and method for same

US20060161505A1 * 2005-01-14 2006-07-20 Sap
Aktiengesellschaft

System and method for processing multiple mailings

US7809629B2 2005-04-07 2010-10-05 Chicago Board
Options Exchange,
Incorporated

Market participant issue selection system and method

US8326715B2 2005-05-04 2012-12-04 Chicago Board
Operations
Exchange,
Incorporated

Method of creating and trading derivative investment products based on a statistical
property re�ecting the variance of an underlying asset

US20060253369A1 * 2005-05-04 2006-11-09 Chicago Board
Options Exchange

Method of creating and trading derivative investment products based on an average
price of an underlying asset during a calculation period

US20080082436A1 * 2005-05-04 2008-04-03 Shalen Catherine
T

System And Method For Creating And Trading A Digital Derivative Investment
Instrument

US20060253355A1 * 2005-05-04 2006-11-09 Chicago Board
Options Exchange

System and method for creating and trading a digital derivative investment instrument

US8326716B2 * 2005-05-04 2012-12-04 Chicago Board
Options Exchange,
Incorporated

Method and system for creating and trading derivative investment products based on a
statistical property re�ecting the variance of an underlying asset

US20060253368A1 * 2005-05-04 2006-11-09 Chicago Board
Options Exchange

System and method for creating and trading credit rating derivative investment
instruments

US8027904B2 * 2005-05-04 2011-09-27 Chicago Board
Options Exchange,
Incorporated

Method and system for creating and trading corporate debt security derivative
investment instruments

US7908201B2 2005-05-05 2011-03-15 Archipelago
Holdings, Inc.

Cross and post order

AU2006244483B2 * 2005-05-05 2012-05-31 Nyse Group, Inc. Tracking liquidity order

US8489489B2 * 2005-05-05 2013-07-16 Chicago Board
Options Exchange,
Incorporated

System and method for trading derivatives in penny increments while disseminating
quotes for derivatives in nickel/dime increments

US7765137B1 2005-05-05 2010-07-27 Archipelago
Holdings, Inc.

Method and system for maintaining an order on a selected market center

JP2008541230A 2005-05-05 2008-11-20  
 

Order for price revision to large-scale

AU2006244479B2 * 2005-05-05 2012-08-09 Nyse Group, Inc. Unpriced order auction and routing

US7873561B1 2005-05-05 2011-01-18 Archipelago
Holdings, Inc.

Method and system for maintaining an order on a selected market center with
maximum price exemption parameter

US7937315B2 2005-05-05 2011-05-03 Archipelago
Holdings, Inc.

Portfolio execution and reporting

JP2008541231A * 2005-05-05 2008-11-20  
 

Anti-internalization order transformation equipment

US7912775B1 2005-05-05 2011-03-22 Archipelago
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